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About Artcore
Artcore is a visual arts charity with a group of
professional artists working within communities
locally, nationally and internationally. We endeavour
to operate as a cultural hub; fuelling active
engagement for a diverse range of communities in
Derby, East Midlands and beyond. Artcore’s
long-term objective is to use arts and crafts as a
vehicle to strengthen community cohesion, educate,
raise awareness and provide a platform for
development. Through our work we are committed
to bringing change into the lives of people of all
ages, abilities, cultural and ethnic backgrounds
through creative activities. Our focus is the provision
of a contemporary, innovative and quality service
through the four core areas: ‘art in education and
learning’, ‘art in modern culture’, ‘art in health and
well-being’, and ‘art in the community’. We support
participants as they develop their skills in a range of
visual art mediums and techniques. As well as
developing transferable skills such as time keeping,
organisation, planning and communication. Artcore
also provides a platform to implement the learning
through volunteering and work experience
opportunities in our different projects.Engaging in
creative and meaningful activities with Artcore,
people have an opportunity to share learning,
strengthen relationships with peers, boost
confidence, encourage use of imagination and
creativity, enhance knowledge and broaden career
prospects. Arts activities also act as an alternative
learning tool, breaking down any learning, academic
or social barriers, providing learning and education
strands that are accessible to all.

About Project
Artcore’s project Chai and the City, dovetails into
Britain’s celebration of 70th anniversary of India’s
Independence this year. It comprises of two
exhibitions linked together organically, showcasing
artworks from 16 artists from both the UK and India
on themes that closely link the two countries. The
Indo-Saracenic architecture in India, designed by
British architects, is the topic of an evocative
exhibition of photographs of Baroda’s (now
Vadodara’s) impressive Indo-Saracenic heritage; the
other exhibition focuses on the popular culture and
history of drinking tea/chai in both countries, but in
completely different ways. Artists have created
painted story-books and ceramics that celebrate the
tea-culture.
The overall project has two main themes: Artistic –
Chai and the City, and Heritage – My Cup of Tea.
Chai and the City focuses on the deep and abiding
relationship between Britain and India.
Socio-geographically, there have been movements
of Indians to Britain, for education, employment, for
aspiration to a better quality of life, or to escape
socio-religio-political persecution. Many Indians
work and have worked in different parts of the UK,
contributing to the growth of their adopted country
and community. This project reinforces the positive
elements marking this dynamic socio-cultural
exchange, celebrates this history, which has left
permanent gems on the Indian architectural
landscape and creates strong networks for the
future.
The project has different entry points enabling
diverse audiences to engage through exhibitions,
workshops, artwork installations and discussions.

History of tea in Britain
Tea, that most quintessential of English drinks, is a
relative latecomer to British shores. Although the
custom of drinking tea dates back to the third
millennium BC in China, it was not until the mid 17th
century that the beverage first appeared in England.
The use of tea spread slowly from its Asian
homeland, reaching Europe by way of Venice around
1560, although Portuguese trading ships may have
made contact with the Chinese as early as 1515.
Tea room in Chilham
Tea shop in
Chilham, Kent
It was the Portuguese and Dutch traders who first
imported tea to Europe, with regular shipments by
1610. England was a latecomer to the tea trade, as
the East India Company did not capitalise on tea's
popularity until the mid-18th century.
Coffee Houses
Curiously, it was the London coffee houses that were
responsible for introducing tea to England. One of
the first coffee house merchants to offer tea was
Thomas Garway, who owned an establishment in
Exchange Alley. He sold both liquid and dry tea to
the public as early as 1657. Three years later he
issued a broadsheet advertising tea at six and ten
pounds per pound (ouch!), touting its virtues at
"making the body active and lusty", and "preserving
perfect health until extreme old age".
Tea gained popularity quickly in the coffee houses,
and by 1700 over 500 coffee houses sold it. This

distressed the tavern owners, as tea cut their sales
of ale and gin, and it was bad news for the
government, who depended upon a steady stream
of revenue from taxes on liquor sales. By 1750 tea
had become the favoured drink of Britain's lower
classes.
Taxation on Tea
Charles II did his bit to counter the growth of tea,
with several acts forbidding its sale in private
houses. This measure was designed to counter
sedition, but it was so unpopular that it was
impossible to enforce. A 1676 act taxed tea and
required coffee house operators to apply for a
licence.
This was just the start of government attempts to
control, or at least, to profit from the popularity of
tea in Britain. By the mid 18th century the duty on
tea had reached an absurd 119%. This heavy
taxation had the effect of creating a whole new
industry - tea smuggling.
Smuggling Tea
Ships from Holland and Scandinavia brought tea to
the British coast, then stood offshore while
smugglers met them and unloaded the precious
cargo in small vessels. The smugglers, often local
fishermen, snuck the tea inland through
underground passages and hidden paths to special
hiding places. One of the best hiding places was in
the local parish church!

Even smuggled tea was expensive, however, and
therefore extremely profitable, so many smugglers
began to adulterate the tea with other substances,
such as willow, licorice, and sloe leaves. Used tea
leaves were also redried and added to fresh leaves.

and dinner, which in fashionable circles might not
be served until 8 o'clock at night. This fashionable
custom soon evolved into high tea among the
working classes, where this late afternoon repast
became the main meal of the day.

Finally, in 1784 William Pitt the Younger introduced
the Commutation Act, which dropped the tax on tea
from 119% to 12.5%, effectively ending smuggling.
Adulteration remained a problem, though, until the
Food and Drug Act of 1875 brought in stiff penalties
for the practice.

Tea Gardens
The popular pleasure gardens of Ranelagh and
Vauxhall in London began serving tea around 1730.
An evening of dancing and watching fireworks
would be capped by tea. The concept caught on,
and soon Tea Gardens opened all over Britain.
Usually the gardens were opened on Saturday and
Sunday, and an afternoon of entertainment and
dancing would be highlighted by serving tea.

Tea Clippers
In the early 1800's ships carrying tea from the Far
East to Britain could take over a year to bring home
their precious cargo. When the East India Company
was given a monopoly on the tea trade in 1832, they
realised the need to cut the time of this journey. The
Americans actually designed the first "clippers", or
streamlined, tall-masted vessels, but the British were
close behind.
So great was the race for speed that an annual
competition was begun for clippers to race from the
Canton River to the London Docks. The first ship to
unload its cargo won the captain and crew a hefty
bonus.
The most famous of the clipper ships was the Cutty
Sark, built in 1868 in Dumbarton. It only made the
tea run eight times, but for its era it was a
remarkable ship. The Cutty Sark is now on exhibition
at Greenwich.
Tea Customs
Afternoon tea is said to have originated with one
person; Anna, 7th Duchess of Bedford. In the early
1800's she launched the idea of having tea in the
late afternoon to bridge the gap between luncheon

Tea Shops
That oh, so British establishment, the tea shop, can
be traced to one person. In 1864 the female
manager of the Aerated Bread Company began the
custom of serving food and drink to her customers.
Her best customers were favoured with tea. Soon
everyone was asking for the same treatment. The
concept of tea shops spread throughout Britain like
wildfire, not in the least because tea shops
provided a place where an unchaperoned woman
could meet her friends and socialize without
damage to her reputation.
Tea and Pottery
What connection, you might be excused for asking,
does tea have with the growth of the British pottery
industry? Simply this: tea in China was traditionally
drunk from cups without handles. When tea became
popular in Britain, there was a crying need for good
cups with handles, to suit British habits. This made for
tremendous growth in the pottery and porcelain
industry, and the prosperity of such companies as
Wedgwood, Spode, and Royal Doulton.

Chai tea history: A fascinating journey
In India, chai is more than just a cup of tea to start the
day – the thick sweet drink is an integral part of the
rhythm of life. Everything, from neighbourly gossip to
intense political discussions happens over a cup of tea.
One of the oldest drinks in history, chai is also Indiaʼs
most popular drink – the country consumes a
whopping 837,000 tonnes of tea every year!
Like the history of any famous beverage, the origins of
chai are steeped in legend and contradictory accounts.
In ancient India, chai was not the term used for the tea
we know today, but for a healing concoction made by
brewing herbs and spices, much like the traditional
kada. In fact, the earliest chai did not contain any tea
leaves, and its recipes differed according to the
seasons and available ingredients.
However, there is a slight difference between a chai
and kada – while chai uses herbs and spices associated
more with aroma, kada uses herbs, leaves and flowers
mainly for their medicinal properties. Also, chai is
brewed for a lesser time than kada. There are also
many other versions of the story of how the first cup
of tea came about in India.
One story goes that chai was developed by accident
when a Buddhist monk on his way to China, observed
the local ritual of chewing on a few wild leaves and
tried it himself. On feeling rejuvenated, he decided to
bring it back to India with him. Interestingly, tea is
believed to have been first discovered by mistake 5000
years ago when the Emperor of China found tea leaves
in his pot of boiling water. Known for his scientific
curiosity, he proceeded to taste the drink and loved it.
Before long, tea became a staple of Chinese culture.

Another legend has it that it was a king in ancient
India (most likely Harshavardhana, under whose
patronage Nalanda University reached its zenith) who
developed chai to remain alert during long court
hour. Some historians also believe that Emperor
Ashoka too had made it a part of his various peace
treaties and court culture, a habit that eventually
percolated down to common people.
There is a third legend that says Sanjeevani buti (and
its concoction), which brought a comatose Lakshman
alive in the epic Ramayana, is the first chai.
Interestingly, the shrub that finds mention in each of
the tales is akin to Camellia sinensis, a tea shrub that
was discovered by the British in Assam in 1823.
Talking of Assam, the northeastern state has a long
historical connection with tea. Since at least the 12th
century, leaves of tea shrubs that grew wild were
used as medicine by the Singhpo tribe in Assam. The
Singphos, believed to be among Indiaʼs first tea
drinkers, still process tea through the traditional
centuries-old method, dhooan chaang.
The Singphos believe that a cup of their traditionally
brewed tea after every meal aids digestion, and credit
it with keeping the community relatively free from
cancer and diabetes. Even during the reign of the
Ahom kings in Assam, Laal Chaa (a brew made of
special wild leaves grown in Assam) was a popular
welcome drink in the homes of both, royals and
commoners.
It was also the Singhpo chief, Bisa Gam, who
introduced tea to Englishman Robert Bruce and his
brother Charles in 1823. The Britishers discovered that

the assamica variety of tea was much better suited to
the region than the Chinese sinensis variety growing at
higher elevations and colder climates. Soon, they
established tea plantations as an alternative to the
expensive Chinese tea they were habituated to
consuming. Indian tea production grew significantly
under the British who employed native people to work
in the fields.
As for the question when and where was milk added
to tea, tea historians believe that the first iteration of
chai with milk was developed by travellers and traders
mostly likely from Gujarat, Maharashtra and Bengal,
people who had easy access to good quality milk.
With growing cross-country trade, sweet milky chai
soon became the go-to drink, at least for the office
bearers (and workers), to sustain a rather long day.
Soon, masala chai (chai favoured by aromatic spices)
was born and was usually served with a sweet or
savoury toast, a hybrid of Indian and British tradition.
Over time, an exchange of customs and cultural ideas
led to a growing thirst for tea among all classes, not
simply the wealthy. Thanks to the British Raj, the
concept of tea time also came into existence. It is also
worth noting that tea wasnʼt an overnight success in
India. Each region and community in India took its
own time to adopt and adapt tea to its own tastes.
Today, there are a billion possible ways in which this
combination can be effected in India, the most
popular ones being Mumbaiʼs cutting chai, the rich
Irani chai of Hyderabad, the fragrant Darjeeling chai,
the mellow Assam chai, the strong masala chai of
Gujarat and the delicate pink Kashmiri chai.
However, it was not until William McKercher invented
the CTC (cut, tear, curl) method of making tea, that tea
became cheaper and Indiaʼs favourite brew became
affordable for the masses. With Iranian cafes and

Coffee Houses putting it on the menu, chai also
became the brew for intellectuals – it soon became a
political ally in every meeting, discussion and even
strikes.
So it was Indiaʼs CTCs that turned turned an entire
generation (and generations thereafter) of Indians
into ritual tea drinkers. Strong, flavoured, aromatic or
all three together, the CTC blends made and
consumed in India are among the best in the world
and can go up to a couple of thousand rupees
depending upon the blend of leaves, buds and
granules (leaves give the aroma, buds the health,
granules and dust the colour and strength).
The fact that chai is now not just a beverage, but
woven into the fabric of this nation is hard to dispute.
Today, no matter where you are in India, youʼre
probably not very far from a chai stall, little roadside
shacks that go by different names in different parts of
the country. Tea sold at these humble outlets is often
the cheapest, the most delicious and the ideal
refreshment in every kind of weather. And it is
impossible to deny that “chai…chai-garam” has
woken up several billion more Indians on Indian
Railways than “coffee-nescoffee” ever could.
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Tea breaks are a tradition that have been with us for
approximately 200 years
80% of office workers say they find out more about
what's going on at work over a cup of tea than any
other way
By the mid 18th century tea replaced ale & gin as
the drink of the masses to become Britain's most
popular beverage
Tea contains half the amount of caffeine found in
coffee
The number of recommended cups of tea to drink
each day is 4, this gives you optimal benefit



Tea was created more than 5000 years ago in China



Tea is a natural source of fluoride that can help
protect against tooth decay and gum disease







The first book about tea was written by Lu Yu in 800
A.D
Tea first appeared in Europe thanks to Portuguese
Jesuit Father Jasper de Cruz in 1560
Tea has potential health maintenance benefits in
cardiovascular disease and cancer prevention

 96% of all cups of tea drunk daily in the UK are

brewed from tea bags

 Apart from tourism, tea is the biggest industrial

activity in India

 98% of people take their tea with milk, but only 30%

take sugar in tea

 The invention of the tea bag is said to have resulted

from the small silk sample bags used by Thomas
Sullivan, a New York City tea merchant, in 1908 to
send out to potential customers.

 The first bags were made from cloth or gauze.

Around 1935 Messrs Joseph Tetley made a tentative
approach to market teabags in the UK. Initial
acceptance was slow but Tetley never gave up. The
teabag market eventually began to grow in the UK in
the 1960's when approx 5% of tea was consumed in
bags. By 1965 it had risen to 7% and now, 96% of tea
consumed in the UK is done so with teabags.

 The earliest tea cups had no handles, being

originally imported from China where cups
traditionally were more like small beakers. As tea
drinking gained popularity, so did the demand for
more British-style tea ware. This fuelled the rapid
growth of the English pottery and porcelain industry,
which soon became world famous.

 Most factories making tea ware were located in the

Midlands area which became known as "The
Potteries". Today, many of the original Potteries are
still producing world famous porcelain such as
Wedgwood, Royal Doulton and Aynsley.

 In the earliest history of tea drinking, tealeaves were

simply boiled in open pans. It was the Ming Dynasty

that led the fashion for 'steeping' the leaves and
therefore led to the need for a covered pot that
would allow the leaves to infuse and keep the
liquor hot.
 There is an estimated 1,500 different types of tea
 Tea is the national drink in Iran and Afghanistan.

Green tea is consumed as a thirst quencher, and
black tea as a warming beverage. Both of them are
prepared with lots of sugars.

 Russians started drinking tea in the 17th century,

but because of its high price, it did not become
widely popular until the beginning of the 19th
century. Tea in Russia has historically been
prepared in a samovar, a heated metal container.
The samovar keeps tea hot for hours.

 Britain is the second-largest nation of tea drinkers

per capita. Ireland is the first.

 China is the worldʼs largest producer of tea. In

2009, China produced 1,359,000 tonnes; India was
second with 979,000 tonnes.

 According to legend, tea was discovered in 2737

B.C. by Chinese Emperor Shen-Nung, known as the
“Divine Healer.” Purportedly, he discovered the
beverage when tea leaves accidentally blew into
his pot of boiling water.

 It is widely believed that iced tea was invented in

1904 at the St. Louis World Fair by Richard
Blechynden, a British tea merchant. However, at
least one late 19th century cookbook includes a
recipe for iced tea.

 The Lipton Tea Factory in Jebel Ali, Dubai,

produces 5 billion tea bags a year.
 Tea is the most widely consumed beverage in the

world, after water.

 Black tea undergoes the longest process of

oxidation. White tea undergoes the shortest.

 Because tea absorbs moisture, it is important to

store loose tea or tea bags in a tin or sealed jar.

 Over 3 million tons of tea is produced every year

worldwide.

 While in older times it was customary to pour the









 A tea plant can grow into a tree that is as tall as 52

feet if its leaves are not harvested. Cultivated plants
are usually pruned to waist height.

 There are 6 basic categories of tea: 1) white, 2) yellow,

3) green, 4) oolong, 5) black, 6) and post-fermented.

 Black tea is called “red tea” in China.
 Boodles jewelers made a handcrafted diamond

teabag worth $15,250. As the most expensive teabag
in the world, it contains 280 diamonds and is being
used to raise money for a childrenʼs charity in
Manchester, England.

milk first into a tea cup as a way to protect the
 Famous songs about tea are “Tea for Two,” “No, No,
surface of the china, tea connoisseurs say that is not
Nanette,” and “When I Take My Sugar to Tea.
necessary now. Instead it is better to pour the milk
in after the tea because it is easier to judge how
 Historically, tea has been viewed as a health drink.
much is needed.
Recent studies suggest that tea, especially green tea,
helps reduce some forms of cancer, helps bad breath,
It takes around four to 12 years for a tea plant to
reduces the risk of cardiovascular disease, reduces
produce seed. It takes about three years before a
blood pressure, helps with weight control, kills
new plant is ready to harvest.
bacteria and virus, acts as an anti-inflammatory, and
has neuroprotective power.
The United Kingdom drinks about 165 million cups
 Black tea constitutes around 75% of the worldʼs tea
of tea a day, or 62 billion cups per year.
consumption.
Most of the worldʼs tea is grown in mountain areas
3,000-7,000 feet above sea level and between the
 Black tea is the most common tea beverage in the
Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn.
United States, the U.K., and Europe. Green tea is
Tea-producing countries include Argentina, China,
popular in Japan and China. Oolong and white tea
India, Indonesia, Kenya Malawi, Sri Lanka, and
are in general less popular.
Tanzania.
 White tea is the least processed type of tea. The most
Just the top 1 to 2 inches of a mature plant, or the
“fussy” type of tea is oolong tea.
flushes of the plant, are picked to make tea. A new
flush grows within 7 to 15 days during growing
 In many parts of the world, tea is an important part of
season.
the day and an expression of hospitality.

 When tea is being poured in China, guests tap two or

three fingers on the table three times to show
gratitude to the server.

 Although tea arrived in England in 1657, it did not

immediately become popular. First sold in coffee
houses, tea was heavily taxed, illegally smuggled,
altered, and fought over. It took many years for it to
become a quintessential English drink.

 All tea is made from the leaf of the plant Camellia

sinensis. The specific types of tea are made by
processing the tea leaves differently.

 Tea was initially sold in coffee houses in England. Only

men were allowed to enter coffee houses, which were
full of smoke and noise. Finally, in 1717, the Twining
family opened the Golden Lyon, a teashop that
allowed women.

 At one time in the late 18th century, tea in Britain was

predominantly imported through illegal methods.
Smugglers would often mix tea (most often green tea)
with other types of leaves and additives to increase
their profits. Often these additives were poisonous.
The British government intervened in 1785 and
lowered taxes, which made tea more affordable and
wiped out illegal smuggling activity.

 After the Boston Tea Party, tea declined in popularity

in the United States. To this day, coffee remains more
popular than tea.
The term “herbal tea” means that the tea has been
infused with herbs or fruit that was not part of the tea
plant. Herbal tea includes rosehip and chamomile teas.

 Solid blocks of tea were used as money in Siberia until

the 19th century.

 Lipton is the worldʼs best-selling tea brand.
 Tea was a major factor in establishing connections

between the East and West. It was also a catalyst for
developing new technology.

 The most expensive teapot in the world is a rare pair

of “melon” teapots from 18th century China. They sold
for $2.18 million. They had been owned by a Scottish
collector who had them for 50 years but did not
realize their value.

 Tea originated in Southwest China, where it was used

as a medicinal drink. Portuguese priests and
merchants introduced it to Europe during the 16th
century. During the 17th century, drinking tea became
fashionable among Britons, who started large-scale
production and commercialization of the plant in India
to bypass the Chinese monopoly.

Chai and the City
“Research trip to local studies library”
We went to Derby Local Studies Library for our Chai and the City project to
explore and research positive elements of Derby's tea and pottery history. It
was great to learn about the resources available there and look through the
extensive collection of books and microfilms. We collated all the information
gathered about this fascinating topic "Tea" in a creative study session at
Artcore.

Chai and the City - A Pot of Clay
As part of Chai and the City, My Cup of Tea, Pot of Clay was a series of workshops where people came
together to create their own amazing pots and cups in clay. They are fired and glazed to be used during a
celebratory tea party for the whole community to enjoy!

Artcore celebrates Chai!

My Cup of Tea was be a Heritage project that explored the traditions of tea
drinking celebrated in Britain, from its introduction in the 17th century until the
present day. We engaged with the community to explore the subject of tea
and the part it plays in British society. We explored the traditions and customs
associated with drinking tea in Britain, examined the subject of tea and the
part it plays in British society. We also examined how its significance has
changed over the years. The project looked at the vessels and accoutrements
associated with tea drinking and their production in the many small, popular
potteries of Derbyshire.
The project was made up of engagement with community participation,
historical exploration and artistic practice for all ages and abilities. People
learnt about the history of tea making traditions through talks, trips to local
potteries and research sessions. Through these they gained an understanding
of the process of pottery production and during tea parties learnt about tea
through tasting different types and enabling people to come together to share
their stories and memories of tea. Recorded stories captured the diverse
heritage which is interpreted online and in a booklet to leave a legacy of
learning.
Celebration tea party:
A celebratory party to share the connections, trust and togetherness made
between England and other countries with the closing of Chai and the City.

Date

Venue

Activity

15/08/17

Artcore

Launch of Chai and the City Project at 12 noon

21/08/17 - 08/09/17 Artcore

5 Ceramic Artists begin a 3 week Residency

23/09/17

Artcore

Join us for a Chai Tea Party

29/09/17

Pickford’s House, Derby

Chai and the City Exhibition Preview 5.30pm (Exhibition
runs until 18th November)

13/10/17

Artcore

Oral History Training for Volunteers - Learn how to listen
to record peoples’ stories

26/10/17

Artcore

Join us for a Chai Tea Party

28/10/17

Silk Mill

Come and have a go with clay work at Derby Makers’ Fair

30/10/17 - 05/11/17 Nehru Centre, London

British Architects in Baroda Exhibition by photographer
Rahul Gajjar

10/11/17

Pickford’s House, Derby

Come along and see an historical context for domestic
life

16/11/17

Artcore

Local History talk about Derbyshire’s small local potteries

18/11/17

Pickford’s House, Derby

Join us for a Chai Tea Party

23/11/17

Research Trip Local Studies
Library/Museum

The Trappings of Tea - come and explore the
accoutrements of Tea drinking

30/11/17

Artcore

Creative Study Sessions - The Trappings of Tea

06/12/17

Denby Pottery

Community Visit to Denby Pottery

18/01/18

Research Trip Local Studies
Library/Museum

TG Greene Pottery - research the makers of Cornishware
Pottery

25/01/18

Artcore

Creative Study Sessions - TG Greene Pottery

01/02/18

Research Trip Local Studies
Library/Museum

Langley Mill Pottery - research a small, local Pottery
maker

02/02/18

Artcore

Join us for a talk and a Chai Tea Party

08/02/18

Artcore

Creative Study Sessions - Langley Mill Pottery

16/02/18

Artcore

Art Auction

22/03/18

Sharpe’s Pottery

Come with us to visit Sharpe’s Pottery

24/03/18

Artcore

Come and celebrate our Chai and the City Project

www.chaiandthecity.co.uk
3 Charnwood Street
Derby DE1 2GT
www.artcoreuk.com
info@artcoreuk.com
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